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SVAZEK 21 (1976) A P L I K A C E M ATE M A T I KY čfSLO 1 
CONVERGENCE OF A FINITE ELEMENT METHOD BASED 
ON THE DUAL VARIATIONAL FORMULATION 
JAROSLAV HASLINGER and IVAN HLAVACEK 
(Received February 7, 1975) 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
In practice, one often meets problems, when the cogradient of the solution is more 
important than the solution itself (e.g. in elastostatics, the stresses are more interesting 
than the displacements). There are three possibilities how to calculate the cogradient: 
(i) an indirect method, based on the minimum potential energy principle. We have 
to find the solution and then to evaluate its cogradient (Compatible models); 
(ii) to apply the dual variational formulation (principle of minimum complement­
ary energy), which yields the cogradient directly (Equilibrium models); 
(iii) to apply a mixed variational principle (of the Hellinger-Reissner type), enabling 
to get both the solution and its cogradient simultaneously (Hybrid models). 
In the present paper, we study a particular procedure of the class (ii), starting 
from a dual variational formulation. A number of articles has been written on the 
dual finite element analysis in elastostatics (see e.g. the works [1], [2] by B. Fraeijs 
de Veubeke or V. B. Watwood, Jr., B. J. Hartz [3]) and in general potential problems 
(B. Fraeijs de Veubeke, M. Hogge [4]). To the authors' knowledge, however, no 
theoretical convergence result has been presented for the problems mentioned above. 
This was done only for a special class of problems by J. P. Aubin, H. G. Burchard [5] 
and J. Vacek [6], who studied the equations with an "absolute term" (i.e. A(u) + 
+ a0u — f, a0 #= 0). The dual (also "conjugate") method for equations of this 
type can be extended to parabolic problems, where the role of the absolute term a0u 
is played by the time-derivative dujdt (see I. Hlavacek [7], H. Gajewski [13]). 
We concentrated our effort to the convergence analysis of a simplest finite element 
"equilibrium model", applying the piecewise linear polynomials to the solution 
of a mixed boundary value problem for one second order elliptic equation without 
the absolute term. 
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In Section 1 we employ the method of orthogonal projection to derive the principle 
of minimum complementary energy in a "week form" and its finite-dimensional 
analogue. In Section 2 a subspace of triangular finite elements is constructed, which 
consists of piecewise linear vector-functions such that their divergence vanishes 
in the whole domain under consideration in the sense of distributions. The subspace 
is applied to the dual variational method in Section 3 with special regard to the 
approximation of an inhomogeneous natural boundary condition. As a result, the 
procedure is shown to be second order correct in h (the maximal side of all triangles), 
provided the exact solution is sufficiently smooth. The last Section 4 contains some 
a posteriori extimates, following from the use of both the primal and the dual finite 
element method (cf. also F. Grenacher [8], W. Prager, J. L. Synge [9]). 
The authors will present analogous results for r/-dimensional domains elsewhere 
(see [12]). 
1. SETTING OF THE PROBLEM 
Let Q c Rn be a bounded polyhedral domain. Consider a differential operator 
" d ( du 
i,j=idXi\ dxj 
where 
(1.1) au e L^Q)
1), au(x) = aJt(x), ij = 1, ..., n , 
(1.2) 3a = const > 0 , 
t atj(x)^j^4i\\
2 V£eE„ 
i j = l 
holds almost everywhere in Q. 
Suppose that the boundary F of Q consists of two disjoint sets FM, Fg, which are 
either empty or open in F and a set (M of zero (n — l)-dimensional measure 
r = ru[jrg[jm, runrg = (fr, mesM_1^ = o. 
Moreover, let Fu be non-empty.
2) 
We shall solve the following problem 
(1.3) stu =f in Q 
u = u on Fu 
v du 
L aij—ni = 9 onf9> 
i,j=l CXj 
1) I.e. a... are bounded measurable functions on Q. 
2) If ru is empty, we have to introduce subspaces Vp c= V of "normalized" test functions 
to obtain uniqueness of solution and the generalized Friedrichs inequality. 
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where/e L2(Q), u e W
1,2(Q) and g e L2(rg) are given functions, nt being the compo­
nents of the unit outward normal to F. 
Let us denote 
V - {v | v e W^2(Q), v = 0 on FJ . 
A function u e W1,2(Q) will be called a weak solution of the problem (1.3) if 
(1.4) M - we V, 
a(u, v) = fv dx + í gt^dF VvGV, 
where 
a(u,v)= X ^ T ^ ^ 
JQij = i dXidxj 
From (1.1), (1.2) and the Lax-Milgram theorem the existence and uniqueness of u 
follows. Moreover, it holds 
(-•5) Nk,2<«> =
 C(lljlk«) + Nk.z(«) + Hfllkr.)) • 
Introducing the functional of potential energy 
fv áx - gv áľ , S£(v) = \a(v, v) -
we may formulate the minimum potential energy principle 
Se(u) = min se(v) 
VEU + V 
where u + V denotes the set of all sums u + v, v e V. 
Let H - [L^-Q)]" with the norm 
Ш- = ү IЦJI2 = y 
II II -— II l l l L-i 
i = 1 t = 1 
Я2 dx , Я = (Я l5 ..., Я„) 
Introduce a bilinear form 
(1.6) {X,li)H= I 
-,1=1 
bři(x) Яřiu y dx , Я є H , w є Я 
where b,7 are the entries of the matrix [ a "
1 ] inverse to [a] . 
Making use of (1.1), (1.2), we can see that (1.6) defines a scalar product on H, and 
such constants cx > 0, c2 > 0 exist that 
(i.б') |U|| ú U\\„ ú cAX\\ VAeH, 
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where 
iiž = ЏЉ 
Hence the space II with the scalar product (1.6) is a Hilbert space. 
Let us define 
Ht = \X\XeH, 3ve V:X 
V õvì 
(1.7) 
H2 = {A | A e H, B(X, v) = 0 Vt> e V} , 
B(A,»)--£ í A.-^-dx. 
i = l o OXt 
Lemma 1.1. 
1° H! and H2 are (closed) subspaces of H; 
2° H! 1 H2; 
3° H - H! e H2 
Proof 
1° Let Xm e Hu X
m -> X in H. Then we may write 
dv. 
A? = 2 > y p « , vmeV, 
j=i dxj 
(1.8) ÏA" - A'||ž = £ b , , K - A 0 ( A 7 - A J ) d x 
ӣ i,j=ì 
I biji YaH— (Vm ~Vp) }l^
aJk — (vm -Vp))dx ^ 
Qi,j=l \l=l dxt / V * *
5 - oxk 
^ a |grád (vw - vp)|
2 dx ^ c||vw - vp\ W1.2(0) 
where the definition of [b/j], (1.2) and the generalized Friedrichs inequality for 
v e V(see [10]) have been used. Hence vn -» v in V, 
xi = L ^ o - 7 " > AeHi • 
j=l Oxy 
By virtue of (V6) and the definition (1.7), the set H2 is closed. The linearity is 
obvious. 
2° Let ;/ e Hu X" e H2. Then we have 
(r, x% = 
using the definition of [bf/] and H2. 
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I Ч 2 X f " U ; d x = B(A",t;) = 0, 
0 . , У - 1 \fc=l Ő X J 
3° Let H} denote the orthogonal complement of Ht in H. From the point 2° it 
follows that H2 c H}. Conversely, let z e H|. Then 
f £boY£^^W x = = o ^vev-
JQij=i \k=i dxj 
The properties of [bfj] yield that 
Y — zjdx = 0 VveV , 
Q 1=i dxj 
Hence z e H2. Q.E.D. 
Let us introduce 
(1.9) Ai(t,) = t a i , ^ , A(,) = (A1(,),. . . ,Xn(v)), veW
1'^) 
j = l OXj 
Ay.^ = J A | A e H, B(A, v) = j fv dx + j gv dF, Vv e VI. 
The dual variational formulation is the following 
Theorem 1.1. (Principle of minimum complementary energy). 
Let B(X, V) and X(v)be defined through (1.7) and (1-9), respectively. Let u e W ' (&) 
be the weak solution of the problem (1.3). Then the functional 
J mj=i 
attains its minimum on the set Afg, if and only if A = A(w).
1) 
Proof, (cf. [11]). Let us set u = u + w, w e V. Then A(w) e Hx and A — A(u) e H2 
for all A e Afg. 
The functional 
/ (A) =' 1,1 - X(u) | „ = 1(A - X(u)) + (A(«) - A(u)) \\2H = 
= ||A - X(u)\\H + ||A(w)||> 
attains its minimum on Afg, iff A = X(u). 
Rearranging leads to the formula 
f(X)-\\X{u)fH = \\XfH-2(X,X(U))H = 
£ bijXiXj áx - 2B(A, ti) = 2^(A) , 
J Í - Í , J = I 
which yields the assertion of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
*) It holds that - ^(A(u(( - J*?(u( + | fu dx + gu dF. 
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We obtained a variational problem of a minimum of a quadratic functional on 
a closed convex set Afg a H. As usual, the problem can be transformed into a similar 
one, but on a linear space A00 = H2. Let 1 e Af,g be a fixed vector-function. Then 
Af,g = ^ + ^0,0 = ^ + II2 » 
i.e., every X e Afg can be written in the form X = I + x, X
 E H2- Then 
^ ( 1 ) = 9>(l + x) = i [ t bijXiXj dx+\ t hMj
dx - B(*>-0 + N(x> -)> 
J - l i , j = l jn ij=l 
where N(l, u) depends only on I, w. Let us set 
(1.10) $(x) = i(x,x)H-F(x), 
where 
Ңx) = - ľ І Ь.AX; dx + Я(Z, ӣ) . 
JSÌ i,j=í 
Then we may replace the minimum problem of Theorem 1.1 for ̂ (X) by an equi-
valent problem: 
to find x° E H2 such that 
( l .H) $(X°)= rnin<P(x). 
/6H2 
Let h e (0, 1> and let {V }̂ be a system of finite-dimensional subspaces of H2. 
We define the following procedure: 
to find Xh E Vh s u c n t n a t 
(1+2) <P(X°h) = min <P(x). 
xeVh 
Theorem 1.2. TO every h e (0, 1> there exists precisely one Xh E ^h satisfying 
(1.12). It hOk/s 
(1 + 3) ||x° - X?I|« = ™? \\X° - Z||H ^ cx inf ||x° - x|| 
XeVh XeVh 
Proof . The element #°, satisfying (1.12), is characterized through the relation 
D<P(x°h,x) = 0 V Z e V , , 
where D<P(xh, x) denotes the value of Gateaux differential of # at the "point" Xh 
and in the "direction" x- We have 
D<P(xl X) = (xl X)n - F(X) , 
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consequently 
(1.14) (XIX)H = F(X) V X e V , . 
It is readily seen that (1.14) is equivalent with a system of linear equations with a 
positive definite matrix. Therefore precisely one xt E Vh exists, satisfying (1.14). 
Similarly, by virtue of (1.11), it holds 
(1-15) (X°,X)H = F(X) V Z e # 2 . 
Substracting (1.14) from (1.15) yields that 
(Z° - xl X)H = 0 WXeVh. 
Next let x e Vh be an arbitrary element. Then we may write 
IU° - X°HWH = (X° ~ Xl X° - X)n + (X° ~ Xl X - XI)H = 
= (x° - xl x° - X)H = ||x° - X*°||H | |X° - X||H 
Dividing by \\x° - XHIH a n d taking the infimum of the right-hand side leads to 
(1.13), if we use also (1.6'). Q.E.D. 
2. THE SUBSPACES JT\ 
We shall restrict ourselves to the plane case (n = 2). Let K be a triangle with 
vertices au a2, a3 and set a4 = av We introduce the following notation: 
W = [W^ 2 (K ) ] 2 = {u = (uu u2), ute W'>
2(K), i = 1,2} , 
C = [C(K)]2 with the norm 
H e = max|u;(x)| 
i = l , 2 
xeK 
C2(K) = [C2(K)]2 with the seminorm 
\d2ut(x)\ 




n is the outward unit normal to OK; thus n = n(x, y) = 0{i) £ Ri is constant on the 
side atai+1, (i = 1, 2, 3) of the triangle K. 
For u e W w e define the outward flux 




f\ n«> ** ( 4 ° , 4 ° ) , 
where ûj are the traces of Uj on 0^1+1-
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By Pfc(M), with k a non-negative integer, we denote the set of polynomials of the 
order at most k, defined on the set M cz R2. 
Definition 2.1. We say that X[l\ 4°> (i = 1, 2, 3), are basic linear functions of the 
side aiai+1, if 
# ) s P 1 ( u t u . + 1) , (fc = l ,2) 
A y > , ) = l , A<'>(ai+1) = 0 , 
4> . ) -=0, 4i>(ai+1) = l. 
From the definition it follows immediately that 
(2.2) 4 ° + 4 ° = 1 on atai+l9 
(2.3) ( A(0 ds = i / j , k = 1, 2, 
J O i O i + l 
where lt denotes the length of a i a i + 1 . 
Henceforth we shall use the notation 
u . v dF = [u, v]f- , u,ve L2(atai+)) 
- i + 1 
Lemma 2.1. Let yi9 O\ e R1? (i = 1, 2, 3) be given. Then precisely one u e [Pi(K)]
2 
exists such that 
(2.4) ri«(u.) = y, , Tiu(ai+1) = 5 i , (i = l , 2 , 3 ) . 
Proof. Denote u = (u1; u2), uf e P t ^ ) . It is sufficient to prove that the six values 
{u ,(a,)} f= i, j = 1, 2 are determined uniquely by (2.4). Let e.g. i = 1. Then 
T1u(a1) = u(a1).n^ = y. 
T3u(a1) = u (a 1 ) .n<
3 >=5 3 . 
As n(1), n(3) are linearly independent vectors, u(ax) is uniquely determined. The same 
holds at the remaining vertices. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 2.1. Let u e W. Then the equations 
0) [T ", 4°]. = «,{4''\ 4°]. + &L40, n , fe = i. 2 
(jj) nu( f l | ) .n< ' ) = a , 
nu (a i + 1 ) .n<
i > = i 8 i , 
ith i = 1, 2, 3, define an operator /7 e^ (W; [Pt(K)]
2 f) ££{C; [P^K)]2).1) W 
1) -£?(X 10 denotes the space of linear bounded mappings of Xinto Y. 
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Proof . The numbers och pt are determined uniquely by the system (j). Indeed, 
the (Gramm's) matrix A{i) = ([A(/\ 4 ° ] ) , j,k = 1, 2 is regular. The lemma 2.1 
yields the existence and uniqueness of w e [Pi(K)]2 such that 
Tiw(ai) = ai, Tiw(ai+1) = fit. 
Let us set Uu = w. The mapping TJ is obviously linear. Let un —> u in W and denote 




respectively. Using the trace theorem and the Cramer's rule, we obtain that a" -> af, 
P" --> pt. The rest of the proof is obvious as well as the fact that U e S£(C\ [PX(K)]
2). 
Q.E.D. 
By virtue of Theorem 2A there exists a c > 0 such that 
IIHcM-Ilc-
In the following we present an estimate for c. 
Theorem 2.2. Let Ft he defined through (j), (jj). Then 
(2.5) 
6J2 
\nu\\c s ~ 
sin a 
c-
holds for all u e C, where a is the minimal interior angle of K. 
Proof . A direct calculation yields that 
det A^ = ^Z2, |«.| <; 3 J(2) \\u\\c , \p,\ ^ 3 J(2) \\u\\c . 
Next from (jj) it follows e.g. for Yl u(a2) = (w1(a2), w2(a2)) 
6 J 2 
' l ( « 2 ) | = 
.(.") 
ГY н ( 2 ) a 2 ? i 2 
n (/> n ( 1 > 
n ( 2 > n ( 2 > 
= т^- 11-11 
sm a 
because the det (n ( 1 ) , n ( 2 ) ) is equal to the sinus of the angle between n ( 1 ) and n ( 2 ) . 
Similar estimates hold for the remaining values of w at the vertices. Q.E.D. 
Let us define 
J((K) = {v = (v l 5 v2), vj e PX(K), j = 1, 2, div v = 0} . 
It is easy to see that dim J%(K) = 5, 
•^-{Q-Q-a-0 •(-:)}• 
(2.6) v e .^f(K) o v = (yt + y2x + y3y, 5- + S2x - y2y). 
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Lemma 2.2. 
veJt(K)ove[Pl(K)Y&[ v . n dF = 0 . 
J dK 
Proof . Let veJt(K). Then 
div v = 0 on K => v . n dF = 0 
J dK 
by virtue of the Green's theorem. 
Let v = (yt + y2x + y3y, S1 + S2x + 33y) and 
(2.7) v . n dF = div v dx dy = 0 . 
J aK J K 
Then div v = y2 + O*3 and (2.7) yields 
(y2 + (S3) mes K = 0 => y2 = — O*3 . 
Using also (2.6) we obtain that v e JZ(K). Q.E.D. 
Lemma 2.3. 
v e ~#(X) o v e [ ^ ( K ) ] 2 & £ (a, + /?.) /, = 0 , 
1 = 1 
where a, = Ff vfa), Pi = Tiv(ai+1). • 
Proof . We may write 
T;v = T v(a,.) A<'> + T v(a i + 1) 4> = a<A<«> + p,fi>, 
f v .nd r = i; f r .vdr -1 : (« , + /?,)-' 
JaK ' = 1 J*i*i + 1 »=1 2 
Consequently, 
I v . n d r = 0 o ^ ( a . + / J . ) l . = 0 
J 5K i = 1 
and from Lemma 2.2 the assertion follows. Q.E.D. 
Let us set 
(2.8) U = {v e W, div v = 0} 
Theorem 2.3. Let the mapping U be defined through the relations (j), (jj), as 
in Theorem 2.L Then Ti e 5£(U\ Jt(K)) and 
(2.9) Hv = v \fve\Px(K)Y. 
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Proof . Adding the equations (j) for k = 1, 2 yields, by virtue of (2.2): 
f Tu ds = [TU, x? + 4')], = «,[4'>. i], + /?;[4°, i]i = i/,<«« + pt), 
J «.<». +1 
u є ü = > 0 = u . n dF = £ 
JőK .•=!„ 
Tiudr = iE(a i + /
?i)'i-
Oia,- + 1 i = l 
Hence u eJt(K) follows from Lemma 2.3. The mapping 17 is linear and continuous, 
being the restriction of W onto U. 
Let v e [Pi(K)]2. A direct calculation from (j) implies at = Tt v(ai), f}t = T{ v(ai+1). 
Then using (jj) and Lemma 2.1 we obtain TIv = v. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 2.4. Let u e C2(K). Then 
(2.10) \\u^nu\\cS^(l + ^)h
2\\u\\cHK), 
sin ay 
where h = diam K and a is the minimal interior angle of K. 
Proof . Let x 0 e K be an arbitrary point. Taylor's theorem implies for x e K 
(2.11) u(x) = u(x0) + D u(x0) (x - x 0 ) + D
2 u(S) (x - x 0 )
2 , 
where 0 e x 0 x. 
Applying II to (2.H), using its linearity and (2.9), we obtain 
n u(x) = II u(x0) + n(D u(x0) (x - x 0 ) ) + D(D
2 u(&) (x - x 0 )
2 ) = 
= u(x0) + D u(x0)(x - x 0 ) + D(D
2 u(0) (x - x 0 )
2 ) . 
Consequently, we have by virtue of (2.5) 
[|if - nu\\c ^ ||D
2 u(0)(x - x 0 )
2 | c + 
+ HDD2 u(0)(x - x 0 )
2 | | c g 4 (l +
 6^2) h2\\u\\c2(K) . Q.E.D. 
\ sin a/ 
Let Q e R2 be a bounded polygonal domain, h G (0, 1 >, ^" f t a triangulation of 
Q, satisfying the usual requirements concerning the mutual position of two triangles. 
Suppose that 
h = max diam K VK £ 3Th . 
Denote by TIK the mapping, defined on K e ^~h by the conditions (j), (jj) of Theorem 
2.L Let K,K' eSTh be two adjacent triangles, with a common side atai+i and v e 
e [Wh2(K (J K')]2. The function 7>, defined by (2.1) with respect to the triangle K 
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(or K') will be denoted by TiKv (or TiKv, respectively). We say that the condition 
(R) is satisfied on the common side aiai+1, if 
(2.12) TiKv + TiK,v = 0 on a;a i + 1 . 
Let us define 
U(Q) = {ve [Wl<2(Q)f , div v = 0} , 
^i^Q) = {v, v\K e ~#(K) VK E <Th, (R) is satisfied on each common side of any pair 
K, K' of adjacent triangles of 3~h}. 
For v E U(Q) we define a mapping rh by the relations 
(2.13) rhv\K = nKv \JKE,Th. 
We say that a family {^h}, h e (0, 1 > Of triangulations of Q is regular, if there 
exists a constant a0 > 0 independent of h and such that all interior angles of the 
triangles of 5rh E {$~h} are not less than a0. 
Theorem 2.5. Let {^/,}, h E (0, 1> he a regular family of triangulations of Q. 
Then 
(2.14) rhe<?(U(Q); J^h(Q)), 
(2.15) ||u - rfcu||rL2(fi)]2 g ch
2 | |u|| [C2(f t ) ]2 Vu e [ C
2 ( 0 ) ] 2 , 
where c does not depend on h, u. 
Proof . With regard to Theorems 2.1, 2.3, (2.14) will follow, if the condition (R) 
(2.12) is verified. Let K, K' efh9 K(\K' = atai+l. As TiK(HKu), TitK.(lIK,u)e 
E Pi(a/«/+i), it suffices to show that 
TitK(nKu) (aj) + TifK,(llK,u) (aj) = 0 for j = i, i + 1 . 
The latter equation, however, is an immediate consequence of (j), (jj), because 
< ° = -ny>, T^u = -TUK,u and 
H* u(flj) . nf = cci, nK u(at) . n $ = -a t-
nK u(ai+i) . ny> = p., T1K, u(ai+1) . n £ = - f t . 
As the estimate (2.15) is concerned, we obtain, making use of Theorem 2.4 
||" ~ rhu\\
2
iL2(Qn2 = £ ||ti - rhu\\
2
L2(K)}2 = £ ||if - n*u|
2
L 2 ( / 0 ] 2 ^ 
fg £ mes K. C2/i4 . |j"||c2(K) = C2^4 m e s -2 • ||u||[2c2(n)]2 , 
Ke3~h 
-.-Jl-H-Ь/l where C = 4 1 + —-*— ) . Q.E.D. 
V s i n aoy 
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R e m a r k 2.1 Any function v eJVh(Q) satisfies the equation div v = 0 on Q in the 
sense of distributions. 
Indeed, let us take cp e @(Q) (i.e., infinitely differentiate function with compact 
support in Q). Then 
<div v, cpy = — v . grad (p dx dy = — £ v . grad (p dx dy = 0 , 
J D Ke^"h J K 
if we use integration by parts and the definition ofjVh(Q) (condition (R)). 
3. APPLICATION OF SUBSPACES Jfh(0) TO THE DUAL VARIATIONAL 
FORMULATION 
Consider a polygonal domain Q e R2. Let {&~h}, he(0, 1>, be a regular family 
of triangulations of Q, satisfying moreover the following requirement: if a part of Fg 
belongs to a side of K e J7~h, then Fg covers the whole side. 
Define 
Vh=yVh(Q)()H2 = {ve^h(Q), v.n=0 on F g} . 
Let x° E H2 be such that 
(3.1) 4>(x0) = mm<P(x) 
XeH2 
and Xh G Vh such that 
#(x°) = min 4>(x). 
XeVh 
Theorem 3.1-1) Lel x° G [C2(-^)]2- Ph^ft / ^ r ^"y regular family of triangulations 
{Th} it holds 
\\X° ~ XHIH ^ ch2\\x%cHnn^ 
where c is independent of h, x°-
Proof . We shall verify that rhx° e Vh. 
x°є[c2(ß)pпя2 
2 díl 
X Z ? — dx = 0 VueVo 
_ t = l ŐДCj 
o div x° = 0 in ß , z ° . n = 0 on Гt 
Hence x° e 1/(0) and Theorem 2.5 yields that r^x0 e^V*A(0). Consequently, it suffices 
to prove (rhx°). n = 0 on F Let a t a i + 1 c= F be a side of a boundary triangle 
*) Using the Bramble-Hilbert Lemma, one can prove that \\x° — X?I\\H = ch2\x°\2,n i f 
X° e [W2,2(Q)]2, where \-\2,Q denotes the seminorm of second derivatives. 
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K e 3Th. As x° •
 n(l) = 0 on a(ai+19 from (j) af = pt = 0 follows and (jj) results in 
n K Z
o ( a , ) n ( O = IIxX°(ai+i).n
(,) = 0 . 
Consequently, (UKx°) . n
(/) = 0 on atai+1 and rA%° e Vfc. Using Theorem 1.2 and 2.5, 
we obtain 
||Z° - ZS|U ^ Cll|x° - r ^ f l £_ ch
2\\xXcHm? • Q-E.D. 
C o r o l l a r y . Lei> the suppositions of Theorem 3.1 hold. Then for X° = 1 4- x°> 
A0 = I + x° we have 
| |A°-A 0 | | f f = O(h
2). 
Proof . Obviously, we have 
| | ; 0 _ ; 0 | | _ || 0 _ 0 | | 
\\A Ah\\H — | |Z Ah ||H 
and we make use of Theorem 3.1. Q.E.D. 
Let us recall once more the transformation of the problem £f(X) = min. on the 
set AftQ into the problem (3.1). We supposed that an element XeAfg is available. 
In praxis, however, difficulties may occur in finding this function. Therefore, let 
us suppose that we are able to construct a l e AftV where y is close to g in some sense. 
Let us solve the problem 
(3.2) <Py(X°y) = min &y(X) 
Z6H2 
where 
*7(X) = illxlH + f t
 biMj d* - B(X, u) . 
jn i,j=i 
Let us set 
(3.3) X° = I + x° 
(3-4) A0 = 1 + x° 
and seek an estimate for \\l° — A° ||H. 
Theorem 3.2. Let g, y e L2(Tg). Then 
\\x° - x°y\\« = c\\g - y |k ( r , ) • 
Proof . The principle of minimum complementary energy (Theorem 1.1) implies 
that X° = A(u), where X(u) is defined by (1.8) and u is the weak solution of the primal 
problem (1.3). Similarly, 1° = A(uy), where uy is the weak solution of the modified 
problem (1.3) with g replaced by y on Tg. From (1.4) and (1.5) it follows 
\\u - uy\\wia(Q) _ c\g - y\\L2(rg) . 
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Finally, we have 
||2° - A?|H = ||A(M - «y)||H S c\\u - uy\\wi,Ha) < c'\\g - y\\Llirg) . Q.E.D. 
m 
Let Tg = «J ajaJ+i. Suppose that we have found A
(1) e H such that div A(1) = —f, 
1=1 
(note that this problem is easy to solve by integration) and set 
9=9~~ ^(1) • n on r„ . 
Let £ be such that the values g(a;) are well defined for j = 1, 2, ..., m + 1 and find 
a function A(2) £^,.(.(2) such that at all vertices a} e Pg 
cp(aj) = (A
(2) . n) (aj) = g(aj), j = 1, 2, 3, ..., m + 1 . 
In other words, the function <p(x) = (X(2) . n) (x) represents the Lagrange linear 
interpolate of the function g on every ajaj+1 e Tg. 
If we set X = A(1) + /l(2), then 
I e A / ) } ) , y = q> + A
(1) . n , 
because 
B(A(1) + 2 (2), v) - j fv dx + j yv dF Vv e V 
J» Jrg 
follows from the definition of A(1), X{2)9 integrating by parts. 
R e m a r k 3.L The problem to find X{2)9 satisfying the conditions mentioned above, 
is a problem of linear algebra. If aj9 fij have the sense of Lemma 2.3, i.e. a7 = 
= TJX
{2\aJ)9 fij = TJX
i2\aJ + x) on the side apJ+ x of a triangle K e fh9 then we have 
to solve the system: 
1=i 
Moreover, to satisfy also the condition (R), we choose the values aj9 fij on the common 
side of any two adjacent triangles such that (2A2) holds, i.e., the corresponding 
parameters differ by the sign only. Finally, at the vertices on Fg9 the values a7, fij 
must equal to the values of g. 
Let us derive an estimate for \\y — g\Lz(r y We have 
m 
b - 4w = I h + ^(1) •n - 0||iW,+i> = 
J = I 
m 
= Z | | J f 7 a - B ( ^ . n ) + ^ > . n - a | ^ ( w + i ) ^ 
1=1 
m 
^ 2 £ (11/?, - a | | i2 ( w + l ) + |A<->. n - 77(A<'>. n ) | | ^ 0 j + l ) ) , 
where 17 v denotes the linear Lagrange interpolate of v on the segment ajaj+i. 
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If e.g. a, A(1) . n e W2'2(Fm), where Fmis any side of the polygon Tg, then Theorem 
3.2 yields 
(3.5) ||A" - A?|H ^ c\g - y\\L2(rg) ^ ch
2& \\g\\w,Hr,n) + I |A<» . n\\w>.HrJ. 
m m 
Let x°,,h E Vh ^ e S U C u l n a t 
(3-6) <^y(z%) = min <Py(x) 
XeVh 
and let us set 
Ay,/i — A ^ ly,h ' 
Then we have the following error estimate 
Theorem 3.3. If a, A(1) . n e JV2'2(Fm) for any side Fm of rg and x°y e [C
2(rQ)]V) 
tr/en fOr any regular family of triangulations 
\\X° - X%\\H ^ Ch
2 , 
where the constant C is independent of h. 
Proof . We may write 
lK — ^y,h\\H = 11^ " ^ y | | H + II^y — ^y,/i||H> 
where X°y was introduced by (3.4). Using (3.5) and Corollary to Theorem 3.1 (applied 
to the modified problems (3.2), (3.6)), we obtain the bounds for both terms of the 
right-hand side. Q.E.D. 
4. A POSTERIORI ERROR ESTIMATES, THE HYPERCIRCLE METHOD 
Suppose that, besides X°h = 1 + %°, we have also found a Ritz-Galerkin approxim-
ate solution u°* of the primal problem (1.3), i.e. u°* e ^h*, such that 
(4.1) <¥(u°h*) = min <£(u) 
ueu + 'Vh* 
and i^h* c Vis a finite-dimensional subspace of finite elements. 
Then we obtain the following a posteriori estimates of errors. 
Lemma 4.1. Let u and M^ be the solutions of the problem (1.3) and (4.1), respectively. 
Let A° = 1 + Xh> where 1 e Afg and xl I
s the solution of the problem (1.12). Define 
X(v)for any v e W1,2(Q) by the relation (1.9). Then it holds 
(4.2) | K - «lk'-*<°> = C||AK) - A2| , 
(4-3) |A° - A(«)|| ^ C||A(«h°.) - A°|| . 
' ) It is also sufficient if / ° e [fV2'2(Q)]2 only. 
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Proof . As X(u°hle - w) = X(u^) - X(u)eHl and X(u) - X°h e H2, by virtue of 
Lemma l.l we may write 
(4.4) | |A«.) - A°||„ = |A(u° - u) + A(«) - A°||H = 
= ||A(«°.-u)||H + l|A(«)-A°|H. 
Hence (4.3) follows from (4.4) and (1.6'). An analogue of (1.8) yields that 
\\X(ul - u)\\2H = c\\ul - u\wu2{Q) 
and (4.2) follows, making use of (4.4) and (1.6'). Q.E.D. 
Lemma 4.2. {Hypercircle). Let the assumptions of Lemma 4.1 hold. Then 
(4.5) | | i (A«. ) + A°) - X(u)\\H = i||A(u°.) - A°||H 
Proof. We may write, using Lemma 1.1 and (4.4), that 
|A(u°.) + A° - 2A(M)||H = |A(M
0. - u) + A° - A(M)|H = 
= ||A(u°.) - A(«)||„ + ||A(u) - A°||H = ||A(u°.) - A°||H . Q.E.D. 
Remark 4.1. The equation (4.5) has the following geometrical sense: the solution 
X(u) e H lies on a hypercircle, the center of which is at the point i(A(w£) + $) a n d 
the diameter equals the distance ||A(w£„) — A^)||ff. 
Note that if the center of the hypercircle is taken for an approximation of X(u), 
then the error measured in H is equal to the radius of the hypercircle, whereas the 
errors of both X% and X(u®*) can only be estimated from above by the diameter, as an 
immediate consequence of (4.4). 
APPENDIX 
Let us consider the following mixed boundary value problem, including the Newton 
condition: 
(Al) stfu = / in Q 
u = u on FM 
V du r 
L au-~ni = Q o n r9> 
i , j=i dxj 
V du x. r 
2, fly— nt + au = y on FN , 
ij=i dxj 
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where the boundary F consists of at most four disjoint parts 
r = ru{jrg{jrNv®, 
rN ^ 0 open in F, mesn_ t 01 = 0, Fu and rg are either empty or open in F, 
feL2(Q), geL2(rg), yeL2(rN), ueW
1,2(Q). 
atj satisfy (VI), (1.2) and 
a G L^Fjv) , a(x) = a 0 > 0 
almost everywhere on FN. 
Define again 
V = {v\ve W1,2(Q), v = 0 on Fu} 
a(u, v) = I YJ aij dx + J awv dF . 
J fi;,j=i dx:dXj J FN 
The weak solution of the problem (A 1) is a function u e W1,2(Q), satisfying 
u — u e V, 
a(u, v) = fv dx + \ gvdr + \ yv dF Vv e V. 
Jn Jrg JrN 
It is well known, that a unique weak solution of the problem (A.l) exists and that 
it minimizes the functional 
^f(v) = ia(v, v) — fv dx — gv dF — yv dF 
}n Jrg JrN 
on the set u © V. 
Definition Al. Let v e W1/2'2(F), v = O on Fu. Denote Zv = w e V an arbitrary 
extension of v into Q (see e.g. [10], p. 103 for the extension). Let Mf>g c [L 2 (0) ] " be 
the set of vector-functions X, such that the operator &ftg(X), defined through the 
relation 
(X grad w — fw) dx — gv dГ, 
maps Mft9 into W-
1/2'2(FN)
 x ) . 
R e m a r k V From Definition Al it follows that 
\^f,g(x),vy\^c{X) H - 1 M r i ) 
and the values of &ft9(X) do not depend on the extension Z. 
) W ll2,2{rN) denotes the space of linear continuous functionals on W
1/2,2^^) 
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R e m a r k 2. Consider <p e W1/2'2(F) such that cp = 0 on Fu (J FN, and denote 
Z<p = \j/. According to Definition Al we have 
(A2) <&f,в(X), <p> = ľ (Я. grad ф-fф)dx- ľ gę àГ = 0 
J й JГg 
Consequently, X e Mfg satisfies the following conditions 
div X + f = 0 in Q 
n 
Z hnj= $ o n r9' 
1=i 
in a weak sense. In fact, integrating by parts in (A2) formally, we obtain 
<&/M<P> = ~ \ (divX+f)i/,dx+ ! (ixjnj~g)cpdr = 0 . 
JQ Jrg y = i 
Definition A2. Let A/3 c Mfg be the set of all X e Mfg such that 
<8f,3(X) e L2(rN). 
Afg will be called the set of admissible functions. 
Next let f and g vary all over the space L2(Q) and L2(rg), respectively. Denote 
(A3) M = U Aftg. 
feL2(Q) 
9eL2(rg) 
Then to every X e M there exists a pair {f(X), g(X)} (f = — div X, g = X}n} on Fg 
in a weak sense) such that 
It is readily seen that M is a linear manifold and G is linear on M. 
Let us define a bilinear form 
(A4) (X,fi)H = f J boa^.dx + f a "
1 G(X)G(ft)dr 
Jm,j=i JTN 
on M x M, where bi;- are the entries of the matrix [ a
- 1 ] inverse to [a] . Introducing 
the norm of graph 




ľ [G(Я)] 2 dГ, 
J/> 
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and using the properties of the coefficients atj, a, we are led to the inequalities 
(A5) C j A l i £ (A, A)H £ c2 |Aj2, . 
The bilinear form is symmetric, continuous and positive definite, hence it represents 
a scalar product. The manifold M with the scalar product (A4) will be denoted by H. 
Let us define 
H! = {X | X e M , 3v e V: Xt = £ atj — (i = 1, 2, ..., n), 
j=l O'Xy 
av -I- G(A) = 0 on F^} , 
II2 = ^o,o-
Then we prove the following 
Lemma Al. 
a) H! and H2 are closed subspaces of M. 
P) H, 1 H2. 
Proof. Let Am e Hu A
m -> A in H. Then we may write (cf. the proof of Lemma 1.1) 
la £ a |grad (»„ - yp)|
2 dx + a0 (»,, - vpf dE ^ c |p . pЦfҜ-.-(Я) 
using the generalized Friedrichs inequality (see [10]). Hence vn -> v in V, and from 
(A5) it follows that 
" «3v 
Af = YJ
 aij— 9 G(A) = — av , X e Hl . 
j=i dxj 
Definitions Al and A2 yield 
(A6) <^o,o(A"), »> = G(X
n) v áГ = Яn. grad w dx 
Ti J ß 
for all v e W1/2'2(FN), w = Zv e V, A
n e A0>0. 
If An -> 2 in H, by virtue of (A5) Xn -> A in [L2(rQ)]
n, G(An) -> A in L2(FN). Therefore 
(A6) holds even for X, i.e., A e A0 0 = H2. 
Let X e Hl9 /i e H2. Then we obtain 
vG(/ľ)dF = 0 , 
TJV 
(A, fi)H = /i . grad v dx — 
Jfl 
as G(n) = ^o.oW-
Theorem Al. (Principle of minimum complementary energy). Let u be the weak 
solution Of(Al). Suppose that X(u) e M, and G(X(u)) = y — aw. 
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Then the functional 
<f(X) = i(A, X)H - (X, X{u))a 
attains its minimum on the set Afg of admissible functions, if and only if' X = X(u). 
Moreover it holds 
(A7) -^(K1*)) = &(u) + í fu áx + gudr + {-
JГíV 
ľ
2 d Г . 
Proof . First we show that A(u) e Ai/>f?. In fact, from the definition of a weak 
solution it follows 
(A8) X(u) grad v dx + auv dF = fv dx + gv 
JQ JГN JQ Jгg 
dF + yvdF 
Eлr 
Vv e V. Consequently, we have 
(X(u) grad v — fv) dx — gv dF = (y — au) v dF = 
J ^ J rg JrN 
= <^fM
u))> v>> ^/Mu)) = G(KU)) = y-ocue L2(rN), 
hence X(u) e Afg. 
Denote u = u + Oj, co e V. Then 
(A9) 2(Oj) G H! . 
Indeed, insert X(u) = A(u) + A(Oj) into (A8), and denote byf(u) = f(X(u)), g(u) = 
= g(X(u)) the functions, corresponding with X(u) e M (see Definition A2). Thus we 
have 
(AЮ) íam grad v + Я(u) grad v) dx + av(u JгN + ш) dF = 
yvdF. = fv dx + gv dF + | 
J ^ J rg 
and Definition of G(^(")) yields that 
X(u) grad v dx = (G(X(u)), v> + f(u) v dx + v #(u) dF 
Jn Jfl JE5 
Substituting into (A10), we obtain 
[X(co) grad v - (f - f(u) v] dx - | [u - u(u)] v dF + 
- J-% 
+ <GWu))> *>> = (y - au - acO) v dF, Vv e V. 
JE^ 
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As G(X(u)) = y — ocu e L2(rN) we deduce 
G(A(o)) = *,.,.(*(«>)) = - « w -
where 
/ i = / - / ( " ) , gi = g ~ g("). 
Consequently, A(co) belongs to Ht. 
Next let A e A/$r Then 
(All) A - A ( u ) e H 2 . 
In fact, subtracting the relations of Definition A1 for A and A(u), we come to the 
following equation 
I (A - A(«)) gгad w dx = <^,9(A) - 9f,JЩu)), v} = < ?0,0(A - A(и)), г> . 
Consequently, ^ 0 ) 0 (A — A(u)) e L2(rN)„ A — A(u) e A0>0 . 
The rest of the proof is the same as that of Theorem l.L being based on (A9), 
(Al l) and the orthogonality (/?) of Lemma Al. Q.E.D. 
Following the line of thought of Section 1, we can introduce an equivalent varia­
tional problem ( l .U) and establish an analogue of Theorem 1.2. The only change is 
that the norms [|A[| should be replaced by (|A||M. Using the subspaces J^h(Q), we set 
again Vh = {X\ xeJTh{Q)9 / . n = 0 o n FJ, h e (0, 1>.' 
Then Vh cz H2 and an exact analogue of Theorem 3.1 holds, as 
X° e [C2(Q)f f| H2 => GX° = x° • " e C
2(ajaj+1) , Va^. + x e rN , 
\\X° • " - (rhX°) • n||L2(rw) ^ ch
2\\x\CH^)^ 
can be proved easily. 
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S o u h r n 
KONVERGENCE METODY KONEČNÝCH PRVKŮ ZALOŽENÉ 
NA DUÁLNÍ VARIAČNÍ FORMULACI 
JAROSLAV HASLINGER, IVAN HLAVÁČEK 
Je studován „rovnovážný44 model metody konečných prvků při aplikaci po částech 
(trojúhelnících) lineárních polynomů na řešení kombinované okrajové úlohy v rovině 
pro eliptickou diferenciální rovnici druhého řádu. Dokazuje se, že je-li řešení dost 
hladké, přibližná řešení konvergují s rychlostí h2. 
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